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We consider solving operator equation (1) Hu + Ku =A where H and K are 
bounded linear operators between two real Hilbert spaces H, and H,. Operator H 
is assumed to have a finite-dimensional nullspace N(H) and a bounded right inverse 
H’: H, --* H, and K is compact. It follows that dim(N(H + K)) = dim(N(H)), so 
that to obtain uniqueness the m additional conditions (2) (u, #,), = b,, 
k = 1, 2,..., dim(N(H)) = m are imposed, where the (#,}F=:=, arean orthonormal 
basis for N(H). To solve (1) and (2), these quations are converted toan equivalent 
equation of the second kind to which Galerkin’s method is applied using the basis 
{h~42YrBmr lB,+1~-3 I,,...). It is shown that this method is equivalent tothe 
method of weighted residuals when HI= H* (the adjoint of H). The results are 
applied to obtain convergence proofs of some numerical methods for solving several 
classes of Cauchy singular integral equations whose kernels are only square 
integrable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past ten years there has been considerable interest in the use of 
Galerkin’s method for solving Cauchy singular integral equations (hereafter 
denoted by CSIE) [3, 4, 6, 121. For equations onthe interval [-1, 11, this 
approach appears to be due to Erdogan and Gupta [4,5], while Ivanov 
discusses related procedures for equations on a closed arc in the plane 
12, 111. Fromme and Golberg have analyzed the special case of equations of
the first kind with zero index in [6, 71, and Linz has recently established 
convergence and given error estimates for the index 1 case in [ 121. In [3] 
Elliot proposed, but did not implement, an algorithm which extends the 
Erdogan-Gupta method to equations with arbitrary finite index. In all of 
these papers, the algorithms are developed inan ad hoc fashion with no 
immediate unifying thread. In [6] it was shown by Fromme and Golberg 
that Galerkin’s method for CSIE could be obtained byfirst regularizing the 
equation toyield a Fredholm one, and then applying Galerkin’s method in 
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the usual fashion tothis one. This observation wasgeneralized by Ioakimidis 
in ] 111 to deal with equations ofindex 1. In that paper he suggested that a
‘“rational” approach to the development of“correct” algorithms for C 
could be based on commutativity theorems howing that a particular 
algorithm for the regularized Fredholm equation is equivalent to a direct 
method for the original singular equation. 
In this paper we study this possibility for equations ofarbitrary finite 
index using Galerkin’s method as the algorithm for solving the equivalent 
Fredholm equation. Our approach is a generalization of that used by 
Fromme and Golberg in the zero index case: and yields as special cases the 
results ofFromme and Golberg, Erdogan and Gupta, Linz, and Ioakimidis 
for the index 0 and index 1 cases. For the case of index >1, the algorithm 
differs from that of Elliott since his is not the “natural” one given by 
regularization. 
In order to see what general gorithms should look like, we have chosen 
to work in an abstract Hilbert space framework rather than working in a 
case by case basis making use of special properties of Jacobi polynomials 
and/or other special functions. In our opinion this gives a clearer picture of
what is necessary toestablish theappropriate commutativity theorem. Inthis 
regard our main theorem, Theorem 2.3 may be of independent interest. 
We shall consider the solution foperator equations ofthe form 
(H+K)u=f, II l\ t**'/ 
where N and K are bounded linear operators from H, to H,, where H, and 
H, are real Hilbert spaces. Here, H is onto and has a finite-dimensional null 
space N(H). Operator K is compact, so the index of H + K equals the index 
of H = dimN(H) = m [ 131. In this case the solution to(1.1) will not be 
unique, and in most applications m additional side conditions are imposed 
on the solution toobtain uniqueness. These assumptions, a  will be shown in 
Section 3,are the natural ones for solving many types of CSIE of the form 
b(x) 1 
a(x) v(x) + - 
n f 
v(t) dx 
~ + j; 1 k(x, t) u(t) dt =.0x>- 
a-, t-x 
Cl.21 
By converting (H + K) u =f into a Fredholm equation fthe second kind, 
one can then consider a variety ofnumerical methods for solving (1.1) based 
on solving the equivalent regularized equation. Although this approach is 
reasonable theoretically, it is rarely feasible computationally [3, 61 since it 
requires calculating thekernel of H’K, where H’ is a right inverse for H. 
Consequently, it is of interest to determine conditions under which 
algorithms based on regularization are equivalent to ones for solving (1.1) 
directly. Themain result ofthis paper is that he application of Galerkin’s 
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method to the regularized equation isfrequently equivalent to he method of 
weighted residuals applied to(1.1). 
In the zero index case, we have noted that atype of commutativity holds 
for a certain collocation algorithm aswell. The generalization of this result 
will be taken up in future work. 
2. GALERKIN'S METHOD 
Along with the assumptions made on H and K in Section 1,we will 
assume that H has a bounded right inverse H’ and that {#i, $I ,..., 4,)is an 
orthonormal basis (ONB) for N(H). Since the solution to(1.1) is in general 
not unique, we shall solve it subject tothe m side conditions (this may be 
easily generalized) 
(u, $,A =4, k = 1, 2 ,..., m, (2.1) 
where ( , )i, i = 1, 2, are the inner products on H, and H,, respectively. 
Equations (1.1) and (2.1) form the basic problem we treat in this paper. We 
note that he corresponding situation of equations with negative index can be 
treated ina similar fashion, but these seem to occur less frequently in 
practice. 
We begin by showing that (1.1) and (2.1) are equivalent to solving a 
certain equation fthe second kind. Writing (1.1) as 
Hu =f - Ku =g, 
we find that 
u=H’g+ -f cj$ja 
j=1 
Using (2.2), 
(2.2) 
(~5 44, =W’g> id, +ck =b,, 
giving 
c,v=brW*g,4rJ,, k = 1,2 ,..., m  (2.3) 
Substitution of (2.3) into (2.2) gives 
u=-H’Ku-H~+~$ ~j+(H’Ku,~j)~-(H’S,oi),l~j. (2.4) 
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earrangement of Eq. (2.4) shows that u is the solution :o
where T, and S, are finite rank operators given by 
T,u = fj (H’Ku, $k)i ,. 
k=l 
s*u = T- (H’f, # ), elk 
k=l 
A straightforward computation shows that 
/IT,// < IifW and llS,li < l Hii13 {Z. ‘) 
so that I-* and A’, are bounded, and therefore compact. Thus (2.5) Seco;xs 
u + K’u =f’, (2.8) 
where 
and 
Using the Fredholm alternative, we arrive at 
THEOREM 2. i. Equations (1.1) and (2.1) have a unique sohdi:oiz ; j” 
!N(I + M’) = 0. 
Prooj Assume that N(Z + K’) = 0. Then the Fredhoim alternative sho~;i; 
that (2.8) has a unique solution [I]. Multiplying both sides of (2.8) by N 
and using the fact that H4j = 0, j= 1, 2,..., m, shows that u satisfies 
(N + K) u =J Taking the inner product of (2.8) with 4, yields 
so that 
(UT #k)l = bk 3 k = 1, %,.,,, m  
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showing that u satisfies both (1.1) and (2.1). Since the computations leading 
to Eq. (2.8) show that every solution to(1.1) and (2.1) satisfies (2.8), the 
solution isunique. I 
Throughout he rest of the paper we assume that the condition 
N(I + K’) = 0 holds. Thus in order to solve (1.1) and (2.1), itsuffices to 
solve (2.8). 
In the literature on CSIE, the process of going from (1.1) and (2.1) to 
(2.8) is called regulurization. Methods based on solving (2.8) are usually 
considered difficult to implement because of the problem of computing the 
kernel of H’K [4, 111. As a consequence, it is of interest to examine 
conditions  approximation methods for (2.8) which are equivalent to direct 
methods for solving (1.1) and (2.2), i.e., those not requiring calculation of 
H’K. The virtue of such an approach is that here is a substantial literature 
on the behavior of numerical methods for integral equations ofthe second 
kind and this knowledge may then be transferred immediately to the solution 
of Eq. (1.1). Inthis paper we confine ourselves to a discussion of Galerkin’s 
method for solving (2.8) and its consequences for the solution f(1.1). 
To proceed we let 
be a complete orthonormal basis for H,, where we choose {#i, #2,..., 4,)as 
before. Let (P,};” be the sequence oforthogonal projections onto the span of 
W1, h,..., 4 ), i.e., 
pn" = C C"j, 4j)l #j. 
j=l 
We now consider approximating u by
un = 2 Pj#j, (2.11) 
j=l 
where {pj}j”_, areunknown expansion coefficients which must be determined. 
Forming the residual 
r, = (I + K’) u, -f ‘, (2.12) 
Galerkin’s method obtains {/Ij}; by setting 
Q-n 7h)l = 0, k = 1, 2,.. ,n. 
This is equivalent to having U, solve [l] 
(2.13) 
P,(u, + K’U, -f’) = 0. (2.14) 
Since IA, E spanip,, #2,..., #,}, then P, u, = u, so that U, satisfies 
u, + P,K’u, = P,j,. (2.l.5) 
The use of standard esults now shows that u, converges tou ] 11. 
TFI~EoRE~~ 2.2 [l]. Consider the sequence u,satisfying Eq.(2.15 ). Their 
there xists an integer n,such that for ail n > 12, (2.15) has a unique 
solution, a du, converges inthe norm of H, to u, the solution f(1.1) and 
(2.1). 
ProoJ Since P, -+ I and K’ is compact, P K’ converges uniformly toK’ 
i 9 1. It then follows that for n sufficiently large, (I+ P, M’) has a bounded 
inverse, so that (2.15) has a unique solution given by 
24, = (I + P,K’)-” PJ’, (2.16) 
which converges tothe unique solution fEq. (2.8) [I]. By Theorem 2.1, II is 
the unique solution toEqs. (1.2) and (2.1). 
We will now show that we can obtain the coeffkients {pkii= rby solving a 
set of n - m linear equations without having to determine H’f or N’K. Our 
first observation is that for n > max(m, n,) the approximate solution u,, 
satisfies the m side conditions (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that n> max(m, no)* Then 
(%, h>l = b!i, k = 1, 2,..., m  
In particular, 
Pk=bk, k = I: 2,.,,, m. 
E’rooJ: Since P, #k = tik, k = 1, 2 ,...: n, we find that 
(2.17) 
-Pn T,u, = 5 (H’Ku,, $,j)l P,,tij = T (;H’Ku, ) Pi) Idj = T@ II, (2.18’ I 
j=l j=l 
Similarly, P,S,f= S,J ‘Thus U, satisfies 
u, + P,H’K- T*u,, = P,Hif- S,J’+ T bjOi. 
j:l 
(2:9; 
Taking the inner product of both sides of Eq. (2.19) with #k, k = I. 2,..,, m
gives 
(2.20) 
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Since P, is an orthogonal projection, P, = PX ; then (P,H’Ku,, #k), =
W’KuJ%), = W’Ku,,h), and (P,H’f, $k)l = (H’f, #k), . Using this in 
Eq. (2.20) gives 
(%3 4kh = bk, k = 1, 2,..., m, 
as required. 
Since u, = Ci,i Pk#k, then (u,, #Jl = /3, = b,, k = 1,2 ,..., m  # 
Since Pk, k = I, 2,..., m, are known, an additional n - m equations are 
required in order to determine ,Gk, k= m + l,..., n. Some additional 
manipulation of Eq. (2.15) will yield these. 
Multiplying both sides ofEq. (2.15) byH and using the fact that H#k = 0, 
k = 1, 2,..., m, shows that u, satisfies 
Hun + Q,Ku,, = Q,.L (2.21) 
where 
Q, = HP, H’. (2.22) 
Since (u,,, # Ji = b,, k = 1, 2 ,..., m, Theorem 2.1 shows that Eq. (2.21) has a 
unique solution. In order to utilize (2.21) weneed to determine thaction f
Q Pt. 
Let 
ak= ffh, k = m + 1, m + 2,.... (2.23) 
Since H is onto, it is easily shown that {crk}~!,+ I are linearly independent. 
In addition, it iseasily shown that {a,}F!,+ i are a basis for H,, i.e., every 
element Z.I E H, has a unique expansion of the form 
v= 
k=m+l 
(2.24 > 
(Note that in general the {ak}~sm+l are not orthogonal. We will examine 
conditions for this to hold at the nd of the section). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let n > m, then 
k = m + l,..., n, 
k > n. 
(2.25) 
ipz < k Q n, then 
Bf k > iz, then P, 4, = 0 so that HP, H’a, = 0. 
Our main theorem on Galerkin’s method now fooliows: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let u, = Cszl pjQj be the unique solutioPz to Eq 
Then pk = b,, k = I, 2 ,..., m, and 
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Proof, e begin by considering N’a,, Fc = ;?z f I,.,.. Since H’ IS a Tign, 
‘nverse for H, then HH’a, = ak. But ak = HQk so that 
HHiak = H$k, 
giving 
H(Hiak - Qk) = 0. ;2.20) 
Thus N’a, -c$~ E N(H) and H’a, - #k = CyLL cj$iT ic > m. Nos+ :f 
. ;i 
where 
.f= F7 fkak, 
k=T+l 
and {Kkjj are determined from the expansions 
K#j= F Kkjak, “j = 1, I&.... 
k-mtl 
FV00j: From Eq. (2.23) and Lemma 2.2 we hake 
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Also 
Using (2.31)-(2.33) in (2.21) gives 
Since {ak};=m+l are linearly independent, we get 
Pk + i KkjPj =fk, 
j=m+l 
k = in + l,..., n  
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
But pk = b,, k = 1, 2 ,..., m, so that (2.35) gives n-m equations inn - m 
unknowns to determine the remaining coefficients ,LIk, k = m + I,..., n. 1
Note that in our approach the fact one needs only n - m equations to
calculate Pk, k = 1,2,..., n, occurs as a natural consequence of the 
application of Galerkin’s method to the regularized equation (2.8). This is in 
contrast toprevious approaches which began with Eq. (1.1) and arrived at
the equations for {pk} in ad hoc fasion [3-51. These equations were then 
justified post hoc on a case by case basis. This theorem seems, at least or 
Galerkin’s method, to support the suggestion made by Ioakimidis in [lo] 
that correct methods for solving (1.1) are perhaps best obtained bybeginning 
with the numerical solution fEq. (2.8). 
To connect Theorem 2.3 with the previously studied special cases for 
CSIE, we have to further consider the calculation of the expansion coef- 
ficients {fk} and {Kkj}. Itit is possible tochoose H’ as H*, the adjoint ofH, 
then the set {cr,}~==,+, is orthonormal, and {fk} and {Kkj} are easily 
obtained as inner products. In this case, the numerical method for solving 
(1.1) and (2.1) becomes the method of weighted residuals as proposed by 
Erdogan and Gupta [4,5]. 
To be more precise, consider xpanding u, = Cs=i pj#j as before, and 
forming the residual 
r,=(H+K)u,--f. (2.36) 
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iket {~k\~Zm+ i be a basis for H,. In the method of weighted residuals, we try 
to obtain {pk}i=r bychasing pk = 6,, k = 1, 2,..., m, and for k = m + I,...: ~7,
(r,, likL = Q. (2.37) 
The eqaations for the determination of {Pk}lZrn+  are given by 
n 
r (W + K) @j, Yk)2 Dj =(J 7k)2. 
j=l 
(2.38) 
Particular choices of {yk} yield the weighted Galerkin methods of Erdogaa 
and Gupta [4], Fromme and Golberg [6], and Elliott ]3]. Even if yk = ak) 
k = m + 1: 2,..., Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) do not in general coincide. If
yk = elk = HOk are orthonormal, however, then they do and for this pecial 
case Ga!erkin’s method and the method of weighted residuals re equivalent. 
This generalizes theresult of Fromme and Golberg [6] for m = 0 and 
Ioakimidis [lo] when m = 1. We state this as 
~HEQREM 2.4. Assume that N’ = H*. Then {a,}Fzm+ I are ortho~orma~. 
In this case Eq. (2.35) becomes 
and Gaierkin’s method is equivalent to he method of weighted residuals. 
ProoJ: If {nk~~Zm+, are orthonormal, then 
k=m+l 
and 
Substituting (2.40) and (2.41) in (2.35) yields (2.39). These equations are 
easily seen to be the same as the weighted residual equations (2.3%) since 
(174~~ ak)* = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = m + l,..., n, and (N#j, GL~)~ = <aj, ak)Z =
6,, (j, k= m + I,..., n).Thus to complete the proof it suffices to how that 
~aklE=*+l are orthonormal. But
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Theorem 2.4 shows that when H’ = H”, the method of weighted residuals 
gives a convergent algorithm for solving (1.1). When this does not hold, 
however, Galerkin’s method is not equivalent to the method of weighted 
residuals and the properties of this procedure are not clear. From a 
computational point of view, the matrix elements inGalerkin’s method are 
not easily computed and thus the method of weighted residuals would appear 
to be preferable ev n though its convergence properties appear not to be 
known. 
3. CAUCHY SINGULARINTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
In this ection we indicate when the assumptions of Theorems 2.1-2.4 are 
satisfied forspecific cases of Cauchy singular integral equations, andas a 
consequence s veral new convergence theorems will be established forthe 
algorithms proposed by Erdogan and Gupta for solving Eq. (1.2) where no 
differentiability conditions are imposed on k(x, t) or f(x). In particular, we 
establish themean square convergence of their method of weighted residuals 
when the kernel contains logarithmic singularities [4].This case is not 
covered by the recent result of Linz for the case a = 0, who required that 
both k(t, x) and (x) be at least C’ [ 121. 
We begin with Eq. (1.2), where a(x) and b(x) are assumed constant and 
1 1 
i i 
k*(t,x)dtdx < co. 
-1 -1 
It is well known that whenf(x) and k(x, t) are Holder continuous, (x) will 
have singularities at x = f 1 of the form 
v(x) = w(x) u(x), (3.1) 
w(x)= (1 -x)"(l -x)4 (3.2) 
and W(X) is continuous. Theconstants ((r, /3) are related toa and b by [4] 
a= (&)log (s) +N, p=- (&)log(~)+M (“‘B)>(31;) 
where i2 = - 1 and N and M are integers. Theindex of (1.2) is [4] 
m=-(N+M). (3.4) 
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112 most practicai ses m = 1,O 141, and we shall consider only rhese cases. 
For example, ifa = 0, then 
If m = 0, then taking M = -N = 0 we arrive at the case of the generalized 
airfoil equation treated in16, 71, where W(X) = (1 - x)“‘(l + x)-‘j2. These 
choices of W(X) correspond tosolving Eq. (1.2) when the Kutta condition 
c(l) = 0 or U-1)~ 0 is imposed to obtain uniqueness. When w(x) = 
(i 1 ~)‘/~(l + ,)-ii2, Eq. (1.2)-becomes (with b= 1) 
-if;, gzdt+f, ~~k(x;t)ii(t)dt=f(x~* 
If we define 
and 
Ku== I1 
:I 1-t 
-1 i 
\/ l+t k(x, f) u(t) dt, 
then (1.2) takes the form of Eq. (1.1). Ifwe take H, as 
w(x)f2(x) dx< m 
where \v(x) = ~‘(1 -x)/(1 +x), and 
(3 , .i i
then It was shown in j6] that N could be extended tobe a bounded invertibie 
operator f om H, to H, and that H-’ = H*. In this case the solution to
Eq. (1.2) is approximated by the functions Ok= c~P~“~*--~‘~)(x), where 
/P(‘/2,-1/z)(x)) are theJacobi polynomials orthggonal with respect toW(X) 
and ck is chosen to that (#k, $j)l = 6,. In this case Theorem 2.4 shows that 
Galerkin’s method is equivalent to applying the method of weighted residuals 
‘.o (1.2) with elk = HQk = dkP~-‘/2*“2’(x), where{Pi- I”. “‘)(x)j are the 
Jacobi polynomials orthogonal with respect toI/W(X), and d, is chosen so 
hat (n,, u,~), = 6,. The mean square convergence of this afgorithm follows 
from Theorem 2.2 and agrees with the result given in 161. 
If a = 0 and m = 1, then choosing M= -1 and N = 0 gives w(x) = 
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l/v”cT and we are in the case discussed byErdogan and Gupta 14, 51, 
Linz [12], and Ioakimidis [lo]. Here (1.2) takes the form 
+i 
l k(x, 4 u(t) dt =f(x)* 
-1 &iq 
(3.11) 
If 
f (f’(x)/~-) dx < cp , 
-1 i 
{’ &/=)f2(x) dx < co , 
-1 
then (3.11) can be written asHu + Ku =f, where 
f&L 
1 
f 
u(t) dt 
7t -1 (t-x)&7 
(3.12) 
and 
Ku= 
i 
’ k(x, t) u(t) dt (3.13) 
-1 di-7 * 
If { 7’,}??, and { U,}r!-, are Chebyshev polynomials ofthe first and second 
kind, respectively normalized sothat (Tk, Ti) i= (V, , U,), = 6,) then [ 121 
HT,=(d,,-l)U,-,, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (3.14) 
and this fact can be used as in [6] to extend H as a bounded linear operator 
from H, -+ H, by the formula 
Hu= f a,HT,=- 2 akUkel, 
k=O k=l 
(3.15) 
where u = Cp=i a,T, is an arbitrary element in H,. Using an argument 
analogous tothat in [6], the square integrability of k(x, t) shows that it is 
Hilbert-Schmidt an  hus compact. From (3.14), we find that HT, = 0 and 
[I21 
H’u=-If ’ dm u(t)dt 
x -1 (t-x) ’ 
since [12] 
H’U, = -Tk+ 1, k = 0, 1, 2,..  
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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Thus (3.11) satisfies theassumptions ofTheorems (2.1)-(2.3). If we now 
solve (3.11) subject tothe condition 
then writing v(t) = u(r)/dm, Eq. (3.18) takes the form 
(u, 1),-b;. (3.13; 
Since To = ii&, then l=fiTo and (u,i),=~~(~,~~)~=b; or 
(u, To), = b;/fi= b,. If we now use {Tk}pCO = {#k}y as a basis for H, and 
ak = -Uke2, = Hf&, k = 2, 3 ,..., then the Erdogan-Gupta weighted residual 
method is equivalent by Theorem 2.4 to applying Galerkin’s method to the 
regularized form of (3.11). Thus it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
u, = X:=0 Pk r, converges inmean square to the (assumed) unique solution 
of (3.11). For smooth kernels this result isweaker than Linz’s [ 121; however, 
for nonsmooth kernels such as those with logarithmic s ngularities [4] this 
result appears to be new, and does not follow from either that of Linz [12] 
or Ioakimidis [lo]. 
Additionally, we note that the standard error estimate for Galerkin’s 
method [ 1, 21 yields 
showing that he convergence rate of U, to u depends on the smoothness ofU. 
Since u may be smooth even if k(x, t) is not [6], this result seems to lead to 
a somewhat different conclusion than that arrived atby Linz, who observed 
that Galerkin methods could be expected tobe useful only if bothS(x) and 
ic(x, t)are smooth. Our experience (at least in the index 0 case) indicates hat 
convergence characteristics are more dependent onthe smoothness off(x) 
than on that of k(x, t). For example, using acollocation method (equivalent 
numerically to Galerkin’s method [6]) for Eq. (3.6), we have frequently 
obtained 6 significant figures u ing fewer than 10 basic elements whenf(x) 
is a polynomial, even when the kernel had logarithmic s ngularities [S, !?I. 
Whenf(x) was a step function, however, it was often difficult to obtain even 
two figure accuracy with 20 or more basis elements. 
When a # 0, the above analysis goes through in total by taking 
and 
fi, = f I1 (1 -x)“(l +X)y(X)C1’X < 00 i 
1 I -1 \ 
H,= (f f (1 -x)-*(1 +x)-3J@(x)dx < Co ) 
1 I -1 i 
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and using {Pp*“’ (x)}F=~, the Jacobi polynomials satisfying 
as basis elements for H,. If we choose a2 + b* = 1 (which can always be 
arranged bydividing both sides of (1.2) by a* + b*), then 
H’u=a(l -X))“(l +x)-“u-$f 
1 (l--)-*(1 +t)-“u(t)&=H*u 
-1 (tIX) 
(3.A) 
and the method of weighted residuals developed by Erdogan in [4] is 
equivalent by Theorem 2.4 to Galerkin’s method applied to the regularized 
equation provided that 
(u, Pp,“)) = b, . (3.22) 
This is the result given by Ioakimidis in [lo]. Using Theorem 3.3, it follows 
that his method mean-square convergent provided that (3.22) holds. This 
result appears to be new and is not given in [lo]. 
When a and b are not constant, a* + b* # 0, and x E 1-1, I], then Elliott 
[3] considered a weighted residual method for solving (1.2) based on a pair 
of orthogonal polynomials appropriate to the weight functions a sociated 
with H and H’, respectively. HereH’ # H* so that the application of 
Galerkin’s method to the regularized equation using as basis elements he 
polynomials considered in [3] does yield a method equivalent to his. Since 
we have yet to consider the possibility of implementing themethod based on 
Theorem 2.3, we shall defer further discussion of this case to future work. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have considered the problem of solving a class of CSIE with 
nonnegative index. Generalizing theresults ofFromme and Golberg and 
Ioakimidis we have shown hat the application of Galerkin’s method to the 
regularized equation is equivalent to a direct method not requiring the 
inversion fthe dominant equation. For constant coefficient equations, the
method is equivalent to the method of weighted residuals and yields as 
particular c ses algorithms considered previously by Erdogan and Gupta, 
Fromme and Golberg, Linz, and Ioakimidis. Fornonconstant coefficients, 
the algorithm does not reduce to weighted residuals and, although 
theoretically convergent, does not appear easy to implement. 
Our approach yields new convergence r sults for equations with 
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~onsmoozh kernels and unifies the theoretical derivation of ‘hese mertio&, 
iye hope it also provides insight into some of the scattered literature in this 
area. 
I would like to acknowledge the help of Mr. Dennis Black in the preparatron of thts ?apc.. 
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